What’s New in Long-Term Care Dining?
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Throughout the years, nursing homes have traditionally been viewed as medically oriented with rigid schedules and limited choices, decorated with institutional-type furnishings and stark white painted walls. Visitors were few. In many cases these views were validated by actual practice. But in the early 1990s, the “medical model” nursing homes began to change as a few culture change philosophies emerged. Facilities started implementing innovative concepts, which are called “enhancements” in North Carolina, to make these facilities more home-like.

The term “culture change” has become synonymous with “environmental transformation” in the realm of culture-change enthusiasts. The concepts are now many, but they all have the same goal. They all implement an enhancement that transforms the medical model into a more home-like model, thus improving resident quality of life. Some opt to follow the named philosophies in their entirety, while others opt to base the changes on a particular model, altered to suit their facility’s individual needs or goals.

One of the original culture-change philosophies was the Eden Alternative,1 started by Dr. William Thomas. This philosophy focuses on 10 principles to incorporate staff empowerment with team building and to then use plants, animals, and visits by children as the enhancements to complete the environmental transformation of the facility into a more natural and less “institutional” human habitat. This philosophy focuses on improving the quality of life and quality of care for residents and staff.

The WellSpring Model2,3 was started in 1994 and focuses on a collaborative effort between several nursing homes to cross-train and form a coalition. The homes in this coalition pay a licensing fee and monthly fee to the WellSpring Alliance, which supplies all training materials, clinical training experts, a data reporting system, and technical support during the implementation process. Spearheaded by a nurse practitioner, all staff are trained in eight quality of care modules, and they are managed in each home by a coordinator. Care resource teams, comprised of various staff members, are developed in each home to devise and implement culture-change strategies. The coalition-member homes share the costs of the program. There is continuous review of performance

“The ability to choose your own food, socialize with friends, interact with attentive staff members, and enjoy a delicious and healthy meal provides a dignity unmatched by most other services.”
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May I Serve You, Please?
Ted W. Goins, Jr.

A growing number of healthcare professionals are climbing on the bandwagon of “culture change” in long-term care. Resident-centered care and services are replacing the old, institutional, assembly-line approach of the past. Residents get a voice and vote in how they live. A collaborative, team philosophy is replacing the autocratic model. Those who have embraced these changes have created a much better home in which people can live and work. Facilities who don’t change will not thrive, and may not even survive.

Lutheran Home–Hickory residents, families, and staff are excited about buffet dining.

Some of the more notable innovations are occurring in food service. The old system is dying: a system characterized by meals served at 7:00 am, 12:00 pm, and 5:00 pm; residents receive the meal the dietician planned whether they like it or not (with few alternates); meals served from a central kitchen in institutional, dome-covered plates often with luke-warm “hot” food, and luke-warm “cold” food. Meals have been served in the worst traditions of institutionalization, encouraged, if not mandated by punitive federal regulations.

A new day is dawning. Resident-centered care is opening eyes and attitudes. Healthcare professionals, state regulators, and others have joined in asking, “Why can’t we do this a new way?” “The answer is now ‘why not!”

Lutheran Home–Hickory is a wonderful example. With support from a Long-Term Care Enhancement grant from the state of North Carolina, the Lutheran Home has transformed a once institutional dining room into a “restaurant.” Gone are the institutional colors, observation windows from two halls and a nursing station, and trays delivered from a distant kitchen. All have been replaced with a warm décor, wooden blinds to soften the windows, and a restaurant-style buffet at wheelchair height. Depressing, dark, coffee mugs for all liquids have been replaced with clear cups so...
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well as offers an insight into the condition and health of each resident. This daily interaction re-connects the staff member with the resident, allowing for specific requirements to be identified and met, while creating an atmosphere of compassion.

In specific instances where a pureed meal is required, the Pureed Food Enhancement Program (PFEP) offers visually appealing and delicious choices. In days gone by, pureed foods were prepared on-site with a blender. This method created a situation where caloric content, nutritional value, taste, color, and texture were compromised. The mechanical alteration resulted in a bland, shapeless, unappetizing meal being served to residents to fulfill the need for pure food. Residents often will not eat a meal they cannot recognize. Therefore, residents did not meet their individual dietary requirements, sustenance needs, or morale buoyancy. The PFEP presents pureed meals with uncompromised taste, formed in the shapes and colors of the items being served, with measured calories and nutritional values necessary for the well-being of the resident. Imagine a pureed pork chop, in the shape and color of a pork chop that looks so close to its non-pureed counterpart that the resident uses her fork to cut around what appears to be a bone. Spirits can be uplifted through serving a meal containing identifiable items that possess an enticing and aromatic flavor like other tablemates enjoy.

Since instituting table-side dining services, Abernethy Laurels has experienced a phenomenal rise in resident satisfaction with the food quality and atmosphere. Weight loss has been reduced and malnutrition is non-existent. The ability to choose your own food, socialize with friends, interact with attentive staff members, and enjoy a delicious and healthy meal provides a dignity unmatched by most other services. The dining experience is one more example of Abernethy Laurels’ mission to “…add life to years.”

The Forest at Duke, a continuing care retirement community in Durham, North Carolina, recently completed an addition/renovation project. Thirty-four adult care apartments were added and integrated into the existing Health Care Center. The project created six neighborhoods connected to an interior street with shared common spaces in a virtual village environment. Each neighborhood serves residents with a different set of care needs.

The creation of the new and innovative Health and Wellness Center gave The Forest at Duke the opportunity to redesigning the dining experience, Lutheran Home–Hickory started with lunch, and plans to include breakfast and dinner. Staff members, and even some residents, have found it difficult to discard 43 years of tradition. Persistence pays off. Staff is working to take the same and other dining innovations to the smaller units, including two Alzheimer’s-type units, in the 204-bed facility.

The best measure of success came when Administrator Amber McIntosh and the team responsible for the transformation were called to the dining room one day at lunch. The residents, who sought some assistance from activity staff, had prepared an entire meal for the team as a sign of their appreciation. A resident spokesperson reduced the entire team to tears as she thanked them for sharing dignity and a beautiful place to eat. The state of North Carolina can take a great measure of credit through the Long-Term Care Enhancement grant that made this possible.

Meal times are another issue being addressed at Hickory and in many other long-term care facilities. Meal times were set like clockwork, literally. How many of us like to sleep-in occasionally, or finish watching that movie before eating supper? In the nursing home of old you ate at 7:00 am, 12:00 pm, and 5:00 pm, period! Some facilities are finding ways to bend over backward to give residents what they want when they want it. Lutheran Home–Hickory even has a colorful snack cart that makes the rounds of the building. Care for a Moon Pie and a Coke? Now that's livin'!

Lutheran Home–Hickory has helped lead the change/charge for Lutheran Services for the Aging’s five nursing facilities and two retirement communities. Each facility
enhance the dining experience. Signage including the menu of the day is clearly visible for cueing and wayfinding. Elegant table settings are provided, as well as lounge areas that include stocked bars for pre-dining activities. Assistive device rooms are provided to promote the facility’s policy of seating all residents in dining room chairs during mealtimes. Color coordinated linen napkins and attractive décor are provided, as well as dinner music.

For residents who have been identified to have weight loss, aromatherapy is used to stimulate the appetite. Essential oils known to increase appetite are sprayed in the dining area prior to the meal being served. Research studies are demonstrating the effectiveness of aromatherapy in successfully increasing weight in residents with dementia. The Biltmore residents are stimulated by the aroma of coffee, toast, and baked goods cooking in their own kitchen.

For those residents requiring a pureed diet, efforts are made to present them in an attractive way by the use of “food molds” that simulate the food item that has been pureed. To ensure the quality of the food served, they are taste-tested at each meal.

To further encourage independence, choice, socialization, and offer flexibility, any resident in the Health and Wellness Center may dine in any of the “restaurants.” Additionally, they may invite family members or friends from outside to join them for meals.

At Rex Rehabilitation and Nursing Care Center in Raleigh, North Carolina, scenic wall murals in several areas have enhanced that facility. Susan Watkins, a restorative nurse, started the transformation by painting her small windowless office with a view of an arched Mediterranean villa balcony over red-tiled roofs that are cascading down hills to a deep blue ocean. With resident input, a beach scene resembling the North Carolina Outer Banks was painted in the big dining room. This mural includes a lighthouse, seagulls, a fishing boat (a resident’s request), and a couple seated on a beach. The industrial kitchen in one corner was transformed to look like a crab shack, which made the freezer fit nicely. One wall in a windowless room, which was once a big storage room, now has a huge painted window with a view of the mountains. This pleases the residents who were fond of the mountains. On another wall, a stone fireplace is painted that looks so real one can almost feel the warmth from the fire. The Rehab dining area was turned into a realistic looking French café, and another dining area was turned into a beautiful garden with a painted gate, stone wall, fountain, and trellis. These murals have made a change in the atmosphere in which the residents gather and eat. They no longer are looking at white walls, but at color, at pleasing scenes, which conjure up memories of favorite pastimes and pleasant experiences.

When Moses Cone Extended Care Center in Greensboro, North Carolina, began the Eden Alternative journey in 2002, the first thing they wanted to do was to bring the smell of grandmother’s kitchen back to their residents. Since they weren’t blessed with the money to re-design their kitchen, they resorted to use of a little ingenuity to achieve their goal and the
result was fantastic. They created a small buffet cart that can be placed directly in the dining room. The buffet brings the wonderful smells, which normally stay in the kitchen, out to the residents. The residents can look and smell the selections at each meal and decide what and how much they want to eat. The resident is then escorted to a seat where he/she receives waited service, enjoys the meal, visits with friends, and requests “seconds” if desired.

The buffet and its wonderful aromas have been extremely successful with residents, and they also netted three unexpected benefits. The aromas increased the residents’ appetites, which resulted in a drop in weight loss and an increase in the desire of residents to socialize in the dining room. The third, and perhaps the best, benefit was actually an impact on their visitors. Visitors now regularly come to the Moses Cone Extended Care facility at mealtime, view the buffet, select a meal, and sit with the residents for the type of family gathering they used to experience in their younger days.

The Lutheran Home–Winston-Salem has had remarkable success using flavor enhancers to increase both the enjoyment and levels of food consumption. A large proportion of persons over the age of 65 have smell and/or taste losses sometimes caused by normal aging that can impair nutritional status. There are also many medical conditions that have been reported to cause smell and taste losses in the elderly. These conditions include cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and viral infections. A reduced sense of smell and taste can sometimes be combated by adding flavor enhancers to foods.

Flavor enhancer is defined as a substance that increases the pleasantness of the flavor of another substance. Enhancing food flavors can help our elders maintain appetite and food enjoyment. Long-term care facilities are using flavor enhancers during their cooking process to complement the food product. Some examples of how we are enhancing flavors of foods include using bullion cubes to make sauces and gravies meatier or by using fruit extracts to enhance gelatins or fruit-flavored desserts.

Summary

A number of long-term care facilities in North Carolina have adopted ways to improve the dining experience for long-term care residents. Wall murals and dining room themes help to create a pleasant atmosphere that also might stimulate resident imagination. Aroma therapies are also positive stimulants that increase the appetite and pleasure in eating. Flavor and food presentation are probably some of the most obvious modifications. We can all understand the desire to have our food taste and look good. There are probably even more ideas that could make eating in a nursing home more pleasant and home-like. Efforts like these are critical to stemming weight loss among residents and also to maintaining resident independence to the extent possible. We hope more facilities across the state will use and build on these ideas as they try to maximize their residents’ quality of life.
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